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Wootton Creek and Fairways 3rd May 2022..
The only relevant issue at this meeting was websites.
The WCFA asked if we had a link to them on our website and if so would we like a reciprocal
arrangement. This would help with footfall on both websites.
Is this something we would consider?
 
The Environmental and Sustainability forum.

The next meeting is due to be 25th May. This will be confirmed nearer the time.
Let me know if any questions you wish raised… New Copse?
Worries re development of the Copse and intimidating behaviour from the owner/developer
were expressed by Rose Blackthorn.
If there are more details on this, I could flag it up at the meeting or indeed Rose could be notified
and join herself?
Likewise noxious fires. This has been a problem lately and complaints made to me from both
sides of the creek. One such fire was set , burning furniture, wooden and upholstered, outside
Byewater. The remains can still be seen.
This is not only hazardous, but damaging to peoples health.
 

At the IWALK meeting with MP Bob Seely, Friday 6th May, I mentioned the damage/nuisance
caused by “Boy racers”.
He urged us to invite the new chief of police Jim Pegglar to come to a meeting, to make sure this
is something the new road traffic policing unit are aware of so they can tackle it.
Is this something we can do?
 
The hole in the sea wall at the far end of the beach is increasing in size.
The sea wall at the shelter end of the beach through to the slip way and beyond is deteriorating
fast. It is being breached in places.
Some of the stone in the wall of the slipway is now loose enough to be soon washed away. If
agreed,  I believe another inspection should be put in the calendar.
 
I have received some very pleasing comments re the newsletter. Many thanks to all those that
contributed.
Sarah Talbot
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